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A Hoopful of Butterflies
Spring is here - all year round with this hoopful of butterflies all labelled with

their (spoof!) Latin names.  Or why not make one as a brooch, add to a
fascinator, or simply to perch on a lampshade, cushion or elsewhere in your

home for a little touch of colour and whimsy?

Butterflies are shown mounted in a 10” hoop.
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These little butterflies are stitched by machine using
freehand machine embroidery techniques, then given
round felt bodies and secured to fabric with a few
stab stitches.  The labels top and bottom were printed
onto fabric using my bubblejet printer and transfer
paper - readily available from craft shops - though
you could use stamps, stitch the labels or omit them
altogether if preferred.

The Latin names are totally made up and sort of mean
(from top left to bottom right) Garden Butterfly,
Flower of the Sky, Wedding Day Butterfly, and
Flowers of Heaven - though it is a very long time
since my schoolday Latin lessons and I’ve probably
got them all a bit wonky!  They’re just for fun
anyway.

Each butterfly measures around 3” wide and 2 ½”
tall.

You will need:

� 12” square medium weight background fabric

� 8” square pastel coloured felt

� Four 4” square scraps of floral fabric

� 10” embroidery hoop

� 2” square dark brown or dark grey felt for bodies
(black is too harsh)

� Black  and pink stranded cotton embroidery floss

� Strong thread in dark brown, black or another
very dark colour (for antennae)

� Bondaweb

� Temporary fabric marker pen

� Printer transfer paper (optional)

� Embroidery foot for your machine.

� Dark green or dark grey sewing thread for your
machine needle (again black is too harsh) and a
lighter colour for the bobbin

� Two ¼” buttons for bottom label (optional)

Make your butterflies:

� Cut four x 4” squares of Bondaweb and iron these
onto the back of the floral fabric squares.  Peel
off the paper backing. Cut four x 4” squares of
felt, position them on top of the Bondaweb and
press to fuse.

� Using the template (actual size) and your
temporary fabric marker pen mark the outline of
the butterfly shapes onto the centre of each 4”
square of floral fabric.  Using the template as a
guide draw in the veins on the wings with your
temporary fabric marker pen.

� Fit the embroidery foot to your machine and drop
the feed dogs.  With dark thread in your needle
and lighter in your bobbin stitch over your marker
pen lines around the butterfly outline and veins
on the wings.  Go over the outline twice and the
veins once or twice randomly.  It doesn’t matter
if the two sides aren’t identical - I’ve never caught
a butterfly and checked, but I’m sure that like
most creatures they’re not totally symmetrical!

� Cut out your butterfly shapes following the
outline closely, but just outside your stitching.
Remove marker pen lines.
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� Cut four 1” square pieces of dark felt.  Thread
your needle with strong thread.  Roll up a piece
of felt and secure with a few stitches along the
seam.  Take your thread up to one end of the body
and gather the top edge together into a rounded
shape for the head.  Then wrap it around the body
tightly ¼” from that end - this will form the head.
Move down and do the same another ¼” down -
this will make the thorax.  Then again run your
thread down the back of the body and gather
around the bottom short edge to make a nice
rounded end to the abdomen.  Finish off.  Then
push your needle in at one side of the top of the
head leaving a ¼” thread sticking out , take a tiny
back stitch and come out at the other side.  Trim
the end to ¼”.  These are the antennae.

�  Position the body on the centre of your wings
and fold them around, pinching fairly tightly.
Secure with a few stitches in strong thread.

� Your butterfly is now finished.  Repeat for the
other three.

Assemble your hoop:

� Transfer the butterflies’ names to your
background fabric and stitch in one strand of
black or dark coloured thread and back stitch.
Take care to be very accurate with your back
stitch - follow the transferred lines closely and
make sure your needle enters and leaves the
fabric through the same hole each time.  This will
ensure that the letters look smooth and well-
formed.

� If making the labels, applique the top label using
two strands of pink stranded floss and small
stitches worked at right angles to the edge of the
label.  The bottom label is secured with a tiny
button at either end.

� Attach your butterflies to the background fabric
with stab stitches and strong thread going right
through their bodies.

� Mount in hoop and hang.
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A Hoopful of Butterflies
Templates given actual size and also reversed to suit your preferred
method of transfer
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Why do we love to stitch? After all, you can purchase
mass-produced embroidered items at many high street
stores. These days, handmade means something special
– a unique item created with love, a gift from the heart,
not one that can be bought. Hand stitching is also a great
way to personalize an item, or even to breathe new life
into an old favourite that has seen better days.

Bustle & Sew offers my own unique patterns, designed
to appeal to all skill levels and bring out your natural
creativity. And you can keep up-to- date with all the latest
news on the Bustle & Sew Blog.

But none of this would mean anything without you, the stitcher.

So I’d like to say “thank you” for purchasing this pattern. Please respect my copyright and do not copy
and/or circulate it for any purpose whatsoever. You may sell items you personally make using it, provided
you credit Bustle & Sew with the design but you are not licensed to go into mass production.

PS : If you love stitching then you’re sure to enjoy my
Bustle & Sew e-zine. It’s my own e-zine delivered monthly
to your in-box stuffed with ideas, projects, features,
articles, patterns and more. Your family and friends will be
queuing up to take delivery of your new Bustle & Sew
creations.

To learn more, please visit my website.

http://bustleandsew.com/magazine
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